Solog.Scan
Capture and allocate the cost
of every scanned document.
The increasing popularity of mulfuncon devices
means that organisaons are now ulising a range of
features including scanning to capture documents.
This represents a real cost to organisaons which
could be allocated and recovered from clients.
Solog.Scan provides organisaons with a powerful
and easy to use scan monitoring system. Packed with
features, Solog.Scan eﬀecvely controls and
manages access to your scanning equipment. The
system ensures staﬀ allocate each job against an
appropriate account code, job, acvity or cost centre.

 Personal Lists and Look-ups
Solog.Scan features personal lists and look-up
menus for ease of navigaon. The system
automacally creates a “most recently used code” list
for each user and allows individuals to create
“personal” lists to automate their workﬂow.
Allocang correct codes is made simple with
Solog.Scan.

 Desktop Convenience
When staﬀ perform scan jobs into a mulfuncon
device (MFD) and by the me they return to their own
desk their scan jobs are conveniently waing for them
in their Solog desktop module. By nominang the
correct account code, job, acvity or cost centre, staﬀ
can then release their scanned jobs to ﬁle or email.
Without the correct allocaon details Solog.Scan will
not allow a job to be released or transmi+ed.
 Scan to File
Working from individual desktops, Solog.Scan allows
users to release a scanned job and save it to a ﬁle.
Staﬀ simply select the desnaon path and choose
the appropriate ﬁle format in which to save their
scanned document for example; PDF, TIF, GIF or JPG.
 Scan to Email
Solog.Scan makes document transmission a simple
one-step process. Users can release and email
scanned jobs directly from the system. Our feature
rich soware allows users to add a subject, detailed
message and even choose the a+achment ﬁle format,
for example; PDF, TIF, GIF or JPG.
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 Solog Enterprise Management Modules
The Solog.Enterprise modules comprises of powerful
management and administraon applicaons that
allows organisaons to tailor each module speciﬁcally
to their requirements, ensuring that every transacon
is recorded with as li+le user input as possible. This
results in dramacally increased recovery levels and
subsequently higher revenue.
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